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Professional Visual Studio 2013 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2014

	Comprehensive guide to Visual Studio 2013


	Visual Studio is your essential tool for Windows programming. Visual Studio 2013 features important updates to the user interface and to productivity. In Professional Visual Studio 2013, author, Microsoft Certified Trainer, and Microsoft Visual C# MVP Bruce Johnson brings three...
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Essentials of UMTS (The Cambridge Wireless Essentials Series)Cambridge University Press, 2008

	The third generation (3G) cellular system UMTS is advanced, optimised and complex. The many existing books on UMTS attempt to explain all the intricacies of the system and as a result are large and equally complex. This book takes a different approach and explains UMTS in a concise, clear and readily understandable style. Written by a...
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HTML, XHTML & CSS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008

	Packed with useful tips, techniques, and code examples


	Build quality Web pages with XHTML and add some pizzazz with CSS


	You don't have to be a master programmer to build great Web pages! This book shows you what HTML is about and how to use XHTML to format great-looking pages. Then...
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Wii Fitness For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Have fun while getting fit!


	Here's how to get the most from your Wii Fitness system


	It's a perfect fit — Wii gaming fun designed to improve your overall health and fitness! The advice of these two personal trainers makes it even better. You'll learn to use Wii Fit Plus, EA Sports Active:...
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Essential C# 2.0 (Microsoft .Net Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
Essential C# 2.0 is a clear, concise guide to C#—including the features new to C# 2.0. The book clearly presents material for beginners and experts and provides contrasts and comparisons between C# and other languages. The C# language is covered comprehensively and each important construct is illustrated with...
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VoiceXML: 10 Projects to Voice Enable Your Web SiteJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Build 10 ready-to-use VoiceXML applications!      

Following an introduction to VoiceXML and a review of how to set up your work environment, Mark Miller guides you through the steps to building ten complete programs that utilize VoiceXML and related technologies to create fully functional solutions. Each project begins with a clear...
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How to Run Seminars and Workshops: Presentation Skills for Consultants, Trainers, Teachers, and SalespeopleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Make your message stick with expert help from this classic trainer's resource


	How to Run Seminars and Workshops is the classic guide for trainers and presenters in any industry. Packed with clear advice and real-world practicality, this book covers all aspects including planning, setup, delivery, coaching, and...
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CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide (Exam 640-802)Sybex, 2007
Let this in-depth guide prepare you for the latest CCNA exam
Approach the CCNA exam (640-802) with confidence through the detailed preparation you'll receive in this bestselling study guide from leading Cisco networking authority Todd Lammle. This new edition—updated to reflect the very latest changes in the CCNA exam—features...
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Joomla! 1.5 Top Extensions CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	It is a cookbook which means it contains step-by-step instructions to use joomla extensions to achieve the optimal site. It shows you how to perform specific tasks in Joomla! using the popular extensions available in Joomla! extensions directory. It will also help you choose right extension for performing a specific task in Joomla! If you...
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MCTS 70-680 Cert Guide: Microsoft Windows 7, ConfiguringQue, 2010

	MCTS Windows 7 Configuring Cert Guide (Exam 70-680) is designed for network administrators, network engineers, and consultants who are pursuing the Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) or Microsoft Certified IT Professional (MCITP) certifications for Windows 7. This book covers the “TS: Microsoft Windows...
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Mastering Embedded Linux ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Create efficient and secure embedded devices using Linux
	
		Minimize project costs by using open source tools and programs
	
		Explore each component technology in depth, using sample implementations as a guide



	Book Description


	Mastering Embedded Linux...
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Inside LightWave v9New Riders Publishing, 2006
You hold in your hands the best-selling guide to NewTek's LightWave 3D  animation software, completely updated for LightWave v9 by  award-winning animator and trainer Dan Ablan. Rather than rehash the  documentation like other books, this down-to-earth, easy-to-follow  guide offers an invaluable set of project tutorials that teach you the  ins and...
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